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1. Introduction. Let C(S) be the Banach algebra of all continuous

complex-valued functions on a compact Hausdorff space S with the

norm ||/|| = sup.es |/(s)| •

By a function algebra we mean a closed subalgebra of C(S) which

contains constant functions and separates the points of S.

In this paper we study some linear topological properties of separa-

ble ( = S metrizable) function algebras. In other words, we are inter-

ested in the properties of a Banach space which is either linearly

homeomorphic or linearly isometric' to a function algebra on a com-

pact metric space. If S is countable, then C(S) is the unique function

algebra on 5 [16]. Therefore for 5 metrizable the only interesting

case is when 5 is uncountable.

Our main result (Theorem 1) shows that in this case the function

algebras still possess several properties which are possessed by the

space C(S). In particular, if A is a function algebra on a compact

uncountable metric space S, then every separable normed linear space

is isometric to a closed linear subspace of A.

2. Notation. M(S), S compact Hausdorff will denote the usual

Banach space of all complex finite regular Borel measures on S, the

dual of the space C(S). For p in MiS) we shall employ the notation

pif) =fsf dp. The dual space to a normed linear space X will be de-

noted by X*.
A function g in CiS) peaks on the subset TES provided

g-x(\\g\\) = T and |gOO|<lkll for s£S\r. If T={t} is a one-point set,
we shall say that g peaks at t. Ii A is a function algebra on a compact

metric space S, then the set

BiA) = {s E S: there is some g £ A such that g peaks at s}
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is called the Choquet boundary for A (Bishop [l], cf. also [15, p. 53]).

The set B(A) is an absolute Gs, i.e., it is a Gj in a compact metric

space 5.

A (nonempty) subset 50 of a topological space 5 is said to be a

(proper) per/ect set if 50 is closed and if it is dense in itself, i.e., every

point of 5o is a limit point of So- Finally if T is a subset of a topological

space 5, then int T denotes the interior of T; if 5 is metric, then

d(s', s") denotes the distance between points s' and 5" in 5.

3. "Peano curves" in function algebras. In this section we shall

show that if 5 is uncountable, then in any function algebra on 5 there

are functions whose range is the whole unit disc

K = [z:\z\   ^ 1}

(like the Peano curve which maps the unit interval onto the unit

square).

Proposition 1. Let A be a/unction algebra on a compact metric space

5 and let So be a proper per/ect compact subset 0/ B(A). Then there is a

function hin A such that h(S)=K and /z (5\50) C int K.

Proof. Since 5\50 is an Fa, there is an increasing sequence of closed

sets FiEF2E • • •  such that S\So = \Jn=iFn. Let us set

Kn = {z £ K: J z I   gl- 2-"}        for n = 1, 2, • • • .

We shall define by induction a sequence (/„) in A satisfying the follow-

ing properties.

(1) IIM1<1,
(2) there is a finite set Z„ in 50 such that/„(Z„)C int Kn and fn(Zn)

is a 2~" net for Kn+i,

(3) ||/„+i-/»|| <2-,
(4) if sEFm, then |/„(s)| <|(l + ||/m||) (l^m^n; n = \, 2, ■ ■ ■ ).

Let us set/0 = 0 and suppose that for O^j'^w the functions/,- satisfy-

ing (1) — (4) have been defined. By (2) there are Sx, s2, • ■ • , sN in 50

such that the set UJLjJk;*} is a 2-n-net for K„+i where wk=fn(sk)

E'mtKn for fe = l, 2, • • • , N. Let Z = Ujl1{z,} be a 3-2-""3-net for

Kn+2 such that \zj\ <1— 9- 2-"-4. We enumerate elements of Z in such

a way that

I wk - zj I  < 2"" for M(k - 1) < j £ M(k)       (k = 1, 2, • • • , N)

where 0 = M(0)<M(l)< ■ ■ ■ < M(N) = M. Let

(5)     a =  max max [ wk — Zj\ ;       o-2 =  max   \wk\,
lgigff   M(t-l)<j£M(l) l£l£n
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(6) e = min (2-»-<n; l-2-»-<r2; 1-||/»||).

Then 2_n>e>0. Since/„ is uniformly continuous on S we can choose

5 > 0 such that for arbitrary s' and s" in S

(7) iidis', s")<8, then |/„(s')-/„(*")| <\e.

Since So is a perfect set, there are tj in 5o such that disk, tj) <|5 for

Mik — l)<j = Mik); tp9±tq for £^g. Thus, since wk=fnisk), we get

(for Af(fe —1) <j^ JWf*; Jfe = 1, 2, • ■ ■ , N)

(8) |/.(*y) -Zj\ g | Wi-Z)-| + \fnitj) -fnisk) | <2--fe.
Let

5i = | mini S, min c^, to) J.

Choose gy in A lor j =1,2, • • • , M such that

(9) ||g;|| = | giih)| ; gjitj) =Zj-fnitj),
(10) if dis, tj)>5i, then |gj(s)| <(16Af)-»e,

(11) if 5 £ Fm, then |g,(s)| < Af-l[§(l + ||/m||) - |/„(s)| ]

(w = l, 2, • • • , «).

To construct gj choose arbitrary hj in A such that 1 =hjitf) > \hjis) \

for s£S\{i/}. Since tjEBiA), such hj exists (j'= 1, 2, • • • , If). Then

put

& =   [Zj-fnih)]^ '

where the integer p(j) is chosen such that forj = 1, 2, • • • , M,

if dis, tj) > Si, then | ft,(s) | *<« < (^M)-^;

if sEFm, then |Ay(s)|»«> < ilf-Hnf.eFm[|(l + |L/»!I) - |/„(s)|]
(w = l, 2, • • ■ , n).

Let us set

M

(12) *=E&;    U+i=fn + g.
i=l

We shall estimate the norms of g and/„+i. Let sES. Let us consider

two cases:

1°. dis, t3)>0i for all j. Then, by (6), (10) and (12),

it e

I gis) I = D I foW I < - < 2-,
y=i 16

and

l/n+lto |     ̂     \MS) |    +   | gf» |     =  ||/n||  +  C-/16 <   1.

2°. There is exactly the one index _/(s) such that dis, tjM) ^5i. Then

by (5), (6), (10) and (12)
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I g(s) I    g Hfocll +     E     I Si(s) I   ̂    I *,(.) -/„(<«.)) I   + ̂
/*/(») 16

e
< 2""-

4

Let us choose £(5) such that M(k(s) — 1) <j(s) ^ M(k(s)). Then, since

d(skw, tiW) <|5 and 5i<J5, we get

d(sk(s), 5)   ^ d(sk(s)tjM) + C?(5, fy(,))   < 5.

Thus \fn(sm) -fn(s) I <Je. Then by (7), (8) and (9),

\fn+l(s)\    ^   \fn(s)\   +   \g(s)\    ^   \/n(skis))\   +   | /.(**> - /.(*)) |

+  I g(s) I   <  I WkM I   + 2-.

Thus since w*(,)£int 7C„, |/B+i(5)| <1.

It follows from the choice of 5i that, for every sES, either 1° or 2°

is satisfied. Thus

||/n+i||  <1     and    ||/n+l-/n||=||g||  <2~».

Now we shall check that the set U^,i {/n+i(tj)} Cint Kn+i is a 2-"-1-

net for Kn+2- It follows from (9) that

/n+i(tj) - (/»&) + &&)) + Z &fo) = * + Z gP(ti).
p *) p ̂ i

Hence

(13) I /n+i(tj) - t, I   < 2-"-*       (; = 1, 2, • • •, M)

because by (10), Z^/|gP(2y)| <2~ie<2~n-i.

Since \zs\ <l-9-2-"-4 for 7 = 1, 2, ■ • • , If and since U^jz,-} is a

3.2-»-3-net for Kn+2, the inequality (13) implies that |/B+i(/y)| <1

-2-"-1 for j=l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , M and   V^i{/n+i(tj)}  is a 2-"~1-net for

Kn+2-

Finally if sGfl. (wi = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , n), then by (11) E*i|fo(s)|
<i(l+IWI)-|/n(5)|. Therefore |/.+i(s)| <i(l+||/-||). Clearly if
5GFn+i then |/„+i(s)| ^||/„+i|| <i(l+||/n+i||), because we have al-

ready checked that ||/n+i|| <1. This completes the induction.

To complete the proof we define

h = lim/„.
n

It follows immediately from (l)-(4) that h has the desired properties.

Corollary 1. Let A be a /unction algebra on 5, 5 compact and
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metric. Let So be a proper perfect compact subset of BiA). Then there is g

in A which peaks on some uncountable subset of So-

Proof. Let A be a closed uncountable subset of the unit circle of

(1-dimensional) Lebesgue measure zero. Let d> be a continuous func-

tion on K analytic at each point of int K and such that c/>_1(l) = A and

4>-xiK\A)Eint K (cf. [9, p. 81 ]). Let g = 4>oh, wherehEA is chosen as

in Proposition 1. Since c/> is a uniform limit (in K) of a sequence of

polynomials, say (Wn), the function g is the uniform limit of the

sequence iWnoh). Hence g belongs to A.

Clearly g peaks on the set ft-1 (A) C So.

4. The main result.

Theorem 1. Let A be a function algebra on a compact metric space S.

Then the following conditions are equivalent.

(a) S is uncountable.

(b) A * is nonseparable.

(c) BiA) is uncountable.

(d) There exists a subset T of S homeomorphic to the Cantor discon-

tinuum and a linear operator u: C(T)-^>A such that for every fEC(T),

||«/1| =||/|| andiuf)is)=fis)for sET.
(e) A contains a closed linear subspace which is isometrically iso-

morphic to the space of all continuous functions on the Cantor discon-

tinuum and which is the range of a projection of norm one from A.

(f) Every separable normed linear space is linearly isometric to a

linear subspace of A.

Proof, (a)—>(b). If 5 is uncountable, then MiS) = [C(S)]* is non-

separable (because if s' ^s", then ||ij»'—ij."|| =2 for arbitrary s' and s"

in S). Therefore we can restrict our attention to the case where

A ^C(S). In this case there is a maximal antisymmetric set, say Si,

for A which contains more than one point (cf. [2], [6]). Let r be the

operator which assigns to each f in A its restriction to Si and let

rA =Ai. By results of Bishop [2] (cf. also [6]) and Silov [17], Ai is an

antisymmetric function algebra on Si. Since r maps A onto ^4i, the

adjoint map r* is a linear homeomorphism from A* into A* [5, p. 488].

Therefore it is enough to show that A* is nonseparable. To prove this

observe first that BiA 1) has no isolated points. Otherwise, ^4i would

contain a nonconstant idempotent which contradicts the antisym-

metry of Ai. (Indeed, let X be a function algebra on T and let to be an

isolated point of BiX). Then [15, p. 53] there is an/ in X such that

11/11 =/(*„) = land |/(0 I ̂ f for t9^h. Clearly ||/»-/«|| = (!)"+(!)« for
p,q = 1,2, • • • . Hence (f") is a Cauchy sequence. Let e = lim„/n; then
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e(to) — 1 and e(t) =0 for t^to. Thus, e is a nonconstant idempotent.)

Thus B(Ai) is uncountable, because it has no isolated points and it

is a Gj in a compact metric space (cf. [8, p. 137, X])

Let us set

x.*/ = /(s)       for/E Ai   and   5 E B(Ai).

Then x*EA* and ||x,*|| =T for sEB(Ai), and ||x*-x*||=2 for

5i5^52. Indeed, if/,- peaks at s< (i = l, 2), then

lim \\f" —f2\\ = 1  and  2 ^ ||x,, — xsJ| = lim (x,, — x^C/i —/2) = 2.
n n

Thus A * is nonseparable.

non (c)—>non (b). Let us set

M(B(A)) =  ipE M(S): p(f) =  f     fdp] .

Since (by non (c)) B(A) is countable, M(B(A)) is isometrically iso-

morphic to the space h of all absolutely convergent series. Hence

M(B(A)) is separable. For pEM(B(A)), let pa denote the restriction

of the linear functional p to A. Then, by the Bishop-Choquet-de

Leeuw set up theorem (cf. [15, p. 38 and p. 53]) the correspondence

p—^PA is a linear map from M(B(A)) onto A*. Hence, A* is separable

as a continuous image of a separable Banach space.

(c)—>(d). According to a result of Bishop [3] and the Main The-

orem of [12] it is enough to show

(d') there is an uncountable compact subset T of 5 such that if

pEAJL={vEM(S):v(f)=0 for /GA}, then p(E)=0 for arbitrary

BorelsetECT.

Since B(A) is an uncountable absolute Gs, it contains a proper com-

pact perfect subset 50 (cf. [8, p. 138, XI]). Choose (using Corollary 1)

g = go,o in A such that ||go,o|| =1 and g peaks on an uncountable subset

of So- Let us set 50,o = go,o(l)- Since Sa,o is uncountable we can find

disjoint perfect subsets of 50,o, say 5ii0 and 5J§1 such that4 diam 5(4

<^ for i = 0, 1. Thus, applying Corollary 1, we can find functions

gi,o and gi,i in A which have norm one and which peak on some un-

countable subsets of 5i,0 and S'ltl respectively. We put 5i,, = g^(l) for

i = 0, 1. Continuing in this manner we define inductively for

7 = 0, 1, • • • , 2n—1 and for » = 0, 1, • ■ • uncountable closed subsets

Snj of C(A) and functions g„,;- in A with the following properties:

(i) lkn.,-|| = 1 and g„,> peaks on 5„,y,

4 If T is a subset of a metric space S, then diam T=sup ,er. ter d(s, t).
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(ii) Sn,jr\Sn,k = 0 for k^j,

(iii) Sn+i,2jW.S'n+i,2;+iC>S'„,,,

(iv) diam Sn,y = (m + 1)-1 for w>0.

Let us set

oo      2»— 1

t = n   u sn,j.
n«=0    y=o

Clearly T is homeomorphic to the Cantor discontinuum (as a proper

zero-dimensional perfect compact set [lO, Vol. II, p. 58]). We shall

show that T satisfies the condition (d'). To do this it is enough to

show thatif ^£i4-L,thenjLi(rn5m,i)=0for/fe = 0, 1, • • • , 2m~x and for

w = 0, 1, • • • , because the sets Sm,k generate the field of all Borel

subsets of T.

For a fixed pair (m, k) with Og^^2m and m = 0, 1, • • • , let us set

Np = {j = 2p -1: Sp,j E Sm,h}        ip = m, m + 1, • • • ).

Then

Tr\Sm,k=   f)      U   SpJ.
nam    }SNV

Let e>0. Since p is a finite regular Borel measure, there is an index

p 2? m such that

P (    U   5,,y\r n 51™.*) < e.

Let us set

/• =   E foj       (» = 1, 2, • • • )•
ieitf,

Clearly, by (i), ||/»|| ̂  EM^JI =2P-1 for » = 1, 2, • • ■ and
g"^ converges pointwise to the characteristic function of Sf,j

(j = 0, 1, • • • , 2P —1). Hence, by (ii), the sequence/„ converges to the

characteristic function of the set WyeArp5p,y. Therefore, since pEAL,

the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem implies

0 = limp(fn) = lim   ffn(l)p(dt) =   I limfn(l)p(dl) = p(    U   £„,,)
n n      J S J S   n \ jeffp /

Thus | p(Tr\Sm,k) | <e, because of the choice of the index p. Since e is

an arbitrary positive number, p(Tf^Sm,k) = 0.

(d)—>(e). This follows from [12, Proposition l].

(e)—>(f). This follows from the fact that every separable normed
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linear space is linearly isometric to a linear subspace of the space of all

continuous functions on the Cantor discontinuum [4, p. 93 (6)].

non (a)—»non (f). If 5 is countable, then M(S) is linearly isometric

to h, in particular 717(5) is separable [16], [17]. Thus every linear

subspace X of C(S), in particular every subspace of A, has a separable

dual, because X* is a continuous image (by the restriction map) of

M(S).

Corollary 2. Let A be a function algebra on a compact metric space

S and suppose that there exists a (bounded) projection from C(S) onto A.

Then A is linearly homeomorphic to C(S).

Proof. If 5 is countable, then by a result of Rudin [16], A = C(S).

If 5 is uncountable, then by a result of Miljutin (cf. [ll], [13, The-

orem 8.5]) C(S) is linearly homeomorphic to C(Q), where Q denotes

the Cantor discontinuum. Thus by the assumption of the corollary, A

is linearly homeomorphic to a complemented6 subspace of C(Q). On

the other hand, by Theorem 1 (condition (e)) A contains a comple-

mented subspace which is linearly isometric to C(<2). Thus, by [13,

Proposition 8.3], A is linearly homeomorphic to C(Q) or equivalently

to C(S).

Let us note that Corollary 2 is related to the conjecture of Glicks-

berg [7], that if A is a closed complemented subalgebra of C(S), S

compact Hausdorff, then A is selfadjoint. Indeed if this conjecture is

true, then the Stone-Weierstrass theorem will imply that a comple-

mented function algebra on a compact Hausdorff space 5 is the whole

space C(S).
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